What’s wrong with this picture?
Promote Local!!!
Events Around Summerville
Picture Perfect
A photographic tour of Summerville’s back roads and historic streets

Inside A Southern (Dream) Home

Hope Is Beautiful
Helping Patients Recovery With Confidence

Front & Center Stage
A look inside the creative mind of Sean Lakey

Hunt & Gather
Fun & Affordable Eco Friendly Style
A Step Back In Time

With the help of St. Clair Media, the Flowertown Players and local businesses, Summerville DREAM shot a 3D second commercial at the end of July that encourages tourists to visit the small town with big charm to “shop, dine and visit.”

Director/producer Russ Rusin and DREAM’s Executive Director Susan Morris designed an ad in which a Victorian couple and a modern-day couple each participate in the many activities Summerville offers. The commercial jumps back and forth between the two couples until they finally meet face-to-face at Azalea Park.

The Flowertown Players lent their costumes and recruited the talent for the commercial. Jim Doran and Barbara Ward play the modern-day couple, while Gary and Kirsten Nipper acted as the historical couple.

Gary and Kirsten Nipper on location at Guerin’s Pharmacy during the shoot.

We Are Family...

Summerville DREAM is happy to welcome new members into its family and thrilled to have old friends renewing memberships!

NEW BUSINESS MEMBERS:
Natural Awakenings Magazine, Lowcountry edition
192 Sweet Almyssum Dr.
Ladson, SC 29456
www.naturalcountry.com

Ginger Snaps
Children's clothing and gifts; wedding invitations
227 South Cedar Street (Ste. A)

NEW INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS:
Wayne & Carol Hasty
Van & Susan Morris
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“I love it here, I have lived here for over 20 years.....”
   -Anonymous Resident

“I've was born and raised in Summerville and returned to raise my four kids as well. I truly love Summerville and would not want to live anywhere else. I enjoy the great community we and our kids have here. The churches are solid, people are invested in the community and we are a great distance from Charleston.”
   - Foster Smith, Summerville resident

“I have lived here for only a couple of years and like it. However, I was surprised to see how poorly the city growth has been managed when it comes to new subdivisions and traffic patterns.”
   -Anonymous Resident
Summerville DREAM

Four Point Approach: Organization, Promotion, Design, and Economic Restructuring

Summerville's "All American Image" is what the town strives for
The team visiting Summerville DREAM
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